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Electron transport through a single-molecule magnet ½NEt 4 3 ½Mn 3 Zn 2 (salox) 3 OðN 3 Þ 6 Cl 2 is investigated by spin-polarized density functional theory combined with the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green's function technique. Our study demonstrates that spin-filtering effect and negative differential resistance exist in the ground state of this molecule. When the magnetic state of the molecule is changed from its ground state to the spin-flip state, substantial changes are induced not only in energy levels of the molecule, but also in the coupling of molecular states with eigenstates of Ag(100) nano-electrodes, which lead to the disappearance of spin-filtering effect and negative differential resistance. Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) 1 are of great value in novel molecular electronics, due to their particular physical properties, 2 such as long magnetization relaxation time, long spin coherence time, and appealing quantum tunneling of magnetization. Up to now, many investigations have been conducted on electron transport properties experimentally and theoretically. Numerous interesting behaviors have been revealed, e.g., negative differential resistance (NDR), complete current suppression, 3, 4 current-induced magnetic switching, 5 quantum-tunneling-induced Kondo effect, 6,7 and bias-dependent molecule-metal coupling in Mn 12 . 8 However, not all the related mechanisms have been fully illustrated, for instance, the impact of SMMs' magnetic states on the coupling between molecular states and eigenstates of electrodes. In order to investigate this impact, ½NEt 4 3 ½Mn 3 Zn 2 (salox) 3 O(N 3 ) 6 Cl 2 (abbreviated as Mn 3 ) 9 with only three magnetic ions is a better candidate than other SMMs, such as Mn 12 and Fe 8 , since electronic structures of the whole molecule and the subsequent coupling between the molecule and electrodes will be much more substantially affected by the change of the state of one magnetic ion in Mn 3 than in Mn 12 or Fe 8 .
Therefore, in this paper, we investigate electron transport properties of the Mn 3 molecule with C 3 symmetry [see Fig. 1(a) ] using first-principles calculations. Two magnetic states of the molecule are concerned, due to the general fragility of SMMs in pioneering transport measurements. [10] [11] [12] One is the ground state (GS) of the molecule, corresponding to the same spin direction of three Mn ions. The other is a spin-flip (SF) state, in which the spin direction of one Mn ion is reversed with respect to those in the GS, shown in Fig. 1(b) . Here, the SF state is just a simple symmetrybroken magnetic state, which was adopted by Sanvito. 8 Our results show that this broken symmetry not only induces variations in energy levels of the molecule, but also brings a qualitative change in the coupling between the molecule and Ag(100) nano-electrodes. Especially, this qualitative change directly results in substantially different I À V characteristics.
Our theoretical calculations are performed with the program Atomistix ToolKit, 13 in which density functional theory (DFT) is combined with the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green''s function (NEGF) method to calculate electronic and transport properties of nanoscale systems. The molecular junction of SMM Mn 3 we considered consists of an individual SMM Mn 3 connected by two Cl atoms to two semiinfinite nanoscale Ag(100) electrodes, as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . Such nano-electrodes have been adopted by many authors in the study of molecular devices. [14] [15] [16] The contact distance between Cl and the surface of Ag(100) nanoelectrodes is chosen to be 2.0 Å . A large enough vacuum layer (with thickness of 20 Å ) around the electrode in the x and y direction is chosen so that the device has no interactions with its mirror images. The exchange-correlation potential takes the form of the Perdew-Zunger parametrization of local density approximation (LDA). 17 Only valence electrons are self-consistently calculated, and the atomic cores are described by standard norm-conserving pseudopotential. 18 The valence wave functions are expanded by localized numerical (pseudo) atomic orbitals, 19 with the single zeta plus polarization basis set for Ag atoms and the double zeta plus polarization basis set for other atoms. The Brillouin zone for the electrodes is sampled by a 1 Â 1 Â 100 k-point grid. The electrical current for each spin is calculated by the 20 where TðE; V b Þ is the transmission function, fðE À l L;R Þ is the Fermi distribution function of the left (right) lead, l L;R ðV b Þ ¼ lð0Þ Ç eV b =2, and lð0Þ is the average Fermi level of the system without bias. The energy region between ÀeV b =2 and þeV b =2, which contributes to the current integral above, is referred to as the bias window. Fig. 2(b) ], which implies that the spinfiltering effect completely vanishes in the SF. The reason for the appearance of the down-spin peak is that great changes are observed in energy levels of the Mn 3 molecule when the broken symmetry occurs. The molecular projected selfconsistent Hamiltonian (MPSH) shows that two-degenerate MPSH states for up-spin are located at 0:06 eV in the GS, while, in the SF, not only two up-spin MPSH states are at the Fermi level and 0:024 eV, but also one down-spin MPSH state arises at the Fermi level. Here, the MPSH states are the eigenstates of the molecule within the two-probe environment. The above MPSH states are well coupled with certain eigenstates of Ag(100) electrodes. Thus, there is only one up-spin transmission peak near the Fermi level in the GS, while there are two up-spin peaks and one down-spin peak in the SF.
It is also worth noting that the intensity of the transmission peak in the GS is close to 2, which is larger than that of any transmission peak (smaller than 1) in the SF [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ]. The intensity of transmission peak can be understood by analyzing the transmission eigenstates, eigenstates of electrodes, and MPSH states. From this analysis, we find that, in the GS, the two-degenerate MPSH states at 0:06 eV are only coupled with the two-degenerate eigenstates of the Ag(100) nano-electrode, depicted in Fig. 2(c) and labeled by D1 in Fig. 4 . This coupling finally induces the up-spin transmission peak nearly with the intensity of 2. However, the same analysis demonstrates that, in the SF, each MPSH state is only coupled with one non-degenerate eigenstate of the Ag(100) nano-electrodes, displayed in Fig. 2(d) and labeled by S1 and S4 in Fig. 4 . Thus, these transmission values are smaller than 1. More importantly, the eigenstates of the Ag(100) nano-electrode coupled with the MPSH states in the SF are totally different from those in the GS. This difference indicates that the variation of the coupling between the molecule and the electrodes occurs when the ground state is changed into the spin-flip state. Consequently, the broken symmetry of the Mn 3 molecule brings a qualitative change of the coupling between the molecule and the electrodes, except for changes in energy levels of the molecule.
I À V characteristics of this two-probe system are displayed in Fig. 3 . For the GS, the down-spin current is completely suppressed because of no down-spin transmission peak near the Fermi level. More interestingly, the up-spin Meanwhile, the MPSH shows that the two-degenerate MPSH states also shift down under bias voltages. Finally, the coupling between the twodegenerate MPSH states and eigenstates of the left electrode is completely broken when a certain bias voltage (0:34 V) is applied. Consequently, no up-spin transmission peak is found within the bias window; hence, this current drops down. For the SF, both the up-spin current and the downspin one increase when the bias voltage is below 0:2 V. The oscillation of current for both spins is obtained in the bias range from 0:2 to 0:6 V. The non-zero current of the down spin is just the result of this down-spin transmission peak, shown in Fig. 2(b) . Furthermore, the up-spin current is always larger than the down-spin one. The reason is that there are two transmission peaks inside the bias window for the up-spin, but only one peak almost with the same intensity for the down spin. It is more important to note the disappearance of this obvious NDR effect in the GS under this broken symmetry. This disappearance is due to the fact that the eigenstates of Ag(100) nano-electrodes [see Fig. 2(d) ] have no upper and lower limits of energy in the bias window, which is clearly demonstrated by S1 and S4 states in Fig. 4 . Accordingly, a robust coupling exists between eigenstates of Ag(100) (S1 and S4) and MPSH states of the Mn 3 molecule in the SF, even under bias voltages. Therefore, transmission peaks are always inside the bias window, and then no NDR appears.
In summary, we have investigated transport properties of the Mn 3 molecule. Our study demonstrates that spinfiltering effect and NDR are clearly observed in the ground state of the molecule. When the ground state is changed into its spin-flip state, great changes occur and are illustrated by energy levels of the molecule and the coupling between the molecule and the electrodes. These changes directly lead to the disappearance of spin-filtering and NDR. 
